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THUNDER BAY QUILTERS’ GUILD APRIL 2014
1100C Memorial Avenue, Suite 213, Thunder Bay, Ontario, P7B 4A3 Web site      www.thunderbayquilters.org

QUILTERS’ QUILL
“The Executive will work together as a team to support and encourage new quilters, challenge and draw upon
experienced quilters and provide warmth and comfort to those in need.”  As your Executive Committee,  we are
designing some things to meet the above goal.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE
Items for Quilters’ Quill should be submitted by the

Monday of two weeks before the Guild Meeting.  Please
call Joanne Kavanagh 345-2269.  

E-mail: kavanagh@tbaytel.net

MEETING AGENDA
1. Welcome
2. Acceptance of Agenda
3. Acceptance of Minutes
4. Business arising from minutes
5. Executive Committee Reports
6. New Business
7. Break
8. Show and Tell
9. Programme
10. Door Prizes / Adjournment

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
I thought spring had finally sprung, but then they

predicted snow.  It's just so cruel, you finally see grass,
you go into the garage and hunt down your rakes and
start to plan what you will plant this year and then they
say snow.  I'm so sad.  But on the brighter side of things
it gives me the perfect excuse to hang around in my
sewing room and create something beautiful.  All my
exams but one are finished.  Two classes finished and
just four weeks left of the other.  Ya! So on to the other
responsibilities of spring, spring cleaning.  Does spring
cleaning really take place in the sewing room or is that
off limits? It is sooo hard to part with any of my
beautiful fabric.  Maybe I could go through my threads
and maybe part with one or two but no sooner do I get
rid of one, I realize I need it for another project and have
to buy it again, so maybe I'll leave the threads alone. 
Maybe, I could go through my buttons and part with a
couple just to make a little space and organize a bit.  But

they are all so pretty and don't really take up much
space.  Maybe for this year I'll spring clean everything
else but my sewing room no one will mind, I know I
don't. 

Does anyone have good ideas for spring cleaning the
sewing room without remorse?

I hope all of you are having better luck with spring
fever than I am.  Hope to see you Monday

Meghann 

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Welcome to Spring hopefully it has finally arrived,

we have had some very nice days in the last couple of
weeks.  I had to laugh when a friend stated “ believe it
or not I am looking forward to raking my grass and I
have never said that in my life as that is a job I usually
hate”  I think a lot of us are thinking of similar outdoor
chores that we will enjoy if the weather stays nice.  The
snow is disappearing quite quickly, faster than I thought
it would but I still have about 2 ½ feet of snow in my
front yard and 6 feet of snow in my back yard as it faces
north.

We are coming up to the end of our Guild year and
that means elections please think about running for an
office as that is the only way our Guild is going to
survive.  Some people say they just want to come to a
meeting and enjoy it but if we all felt that way we
wouldn’t have a Guild.  The more members who
become involved with taking an office, taking
workshops and volunteering in the general running of
the Guild will make it more beneficial for everyone and
attract new members.   I look forward to seeing
everyone at the meeting.

I have confirmed Superior High School for the May
10/14 Hinge Workshop with Jackie Black.  If anyone
still needs the supply list I will have copies at the
meeting. Sharon Melville
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NOMINATIONS FOR KEY ROLES
Some members have stepped forward to let their

names stand for President and Program Chairs.  We are
still looking for a member to step forward to become
Vice-President. 

The modern quilting magazine “QUILTY” in the
April edition talks about Guilds.  Quote “Do you belong
to a guild? Don’t be a phantom.  Guilds are only as
strong as their member involvement.” I believe this
statement to be very true.  If you are not involved in
some form or other such as committee work, please
consider doing so for September.  There will be an
opportunity to sign up for committees in June. 

Norma Wynn, Past President

PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Happy April Everyone!!

We are all gearing up for the warm weather I am
sure is planning to arrive soon!  As we patiently wait for
the snow banks to disappear we can finish up our
Slabra-Cadabra quilts and or slabs.  Just a reminder the
last three slab colours if you want to do a 9 block
hospice size quilt are Teal – Creams / Neutrals – and
Orange or Brown (Your choice)  Its all up to you really
– if you have lots of scraps in a colour of slab we have
already done feel free to do more of that colour!! –
Because we are joining them using black or white strips
it will all look amazing in the end!!  Most of all have
fun and be stress free!!  We will have examples of the
last three slabs at the meeting on Monday, as well as a
Completes 9 block top for you all to see.  Next month
there will be no program portion of the meeting as we
will have a presentation from the quilt show committee
for us all to see! – but we will bring another top for
show and tell at the May meeting showing a completed
top with appliqué added!!  See you all soon.

Louise & Sheila 

THE PLACEMAT COMMITTEE
Thanks to everyone who donated placemats at the

March meeting!  Twenty-four placemats were dropped
off at Meals on Wheels for distribution.  If you’d like to
take a look at everyone’s beautiful work check out the
link below for photos at your leisure or the back of the
donation quilt area at the meeting.
www.flickr.com/photos/thunderbayquiltersguild/

The Placemat Committee

INCH BY INCH TALLY
Okay, I was a little optimistic about almost to

Kakabeka!
We are making progress on our mileage – 2.13

Kilometres
Description Total Inches (sum of

outside
measurements)

Placemats(14) and
Donations (2)

2230

Show and Tell 9000.5
MARCH TOTAL 11230.5
FEBRUARY TOTAL 5844
JANUARY TOTAL 6185.75
DECEMBER TOTAL 11,500
NOVEMBER TOTAL 22,709
OCTOBER TOTAL 14,697
SEPTEMBER TOTAL 11,539
Overall total 83705.75

Note: 1 Kilometre = 39370 and 5/64 inches
Quilt Canada is collecting totals from Guilds across

Canada to represent the distance to travel from the
previous Quilt Show to St. Catharines for the 2014 Quilt
Canada. Please remember to measure your finished
projects around the outside edge or top + side x 2. 
Report your total inches during Show and Tell or
provide the tally to Pat Inch during the meeting.   Note:
I am trying to keep track of who is participating so don’t
forget to introduce yourself or provide your tally on a
piece of paper.  Let’s try to get everyone counting
inches.  May might be our last opportunity to add
inches so please bring in those measurements.

Happy stitching, Pat

POSSIBILITIES GROUP
Possibilities Group will be meeting Tuesday

evening April 25 (the last Tuesday of every month) from
7 p.m.-? at Superior High School.  Come and show us
what you are working on.  Come and show us something
new you have learned, or a new website you have found,
or just come.  Everyone is welcome.   See you there.

Peggy Skillen

ASK PATTY
Greetings.  I would like to encourage you to submit

questions to me or into the Suggestion Box located in
the library…otherwise, I will be making something up.
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Q. Can you ever have too much fabric?
A. Well, no – I think that you always need to have a

stash that includes;
1. QIPs (Quilts in Progress)
2. Fabric too good to use
3. Projects that you will get around to when you find

the time
4. That awesome piece that you are still looking to

match
5. Scraps from projects finished
6. Itty bits that are going to be a miniature quilt – some

day
7. Purchases long ago that you don’t remember why

you bought them
8. Borrowed fabrics….(who loaned me this one?), and,

of course,
9. All those neatly, colour sorted fabrics ready for the

next project.
If you ever find yourself questioning the amount of

fabric stash, invite some friends over to sort and share. 
Who knows what projects you might come up with. 
P.S.  My stash includes snowmobile vinyl, wool blends
(from when I made clothes – years ago!), and much
more that I don’t dare to mention but I’m still collecting. 
Perhaps we need a FA group formed.

Pat Inch

WONKY STARS
A few people asked me at the quilt bee if they could

make a wonky star block too. I have extra block kits cut
and I'll bring them to the April meeting. Joanne has
included the instructions with the Quill or just go to the
Missouri Star quilt tutorials. The fabric I cut into
triangles is to be used for the star points - it seemed to
make it easier to keep track of the fabric and it is easier
than using the 5" square to make 2 points. The stars will
be the coloured fabric on a cream background. Please
bring back the completed star to the May meeting I'll put
them into a quilt(s). Cindy Cockell

COMFORT QUILTS
We are looking forward to seeing all the beautiful

quilts from the Quilt Bee held April 5th.  Thanks so
much to everyone who lovingly works on these projects
either at home and at the Quilt Bees. 

We received 3 donated quilts in March.  The
Comfort  Quilt Committee will meet early May to sort
and deliver donated quilts to various local facilities.  If
you are  interested in joining the group, please contact
Carol Forneri, Pat Inch or Shirley Aussant for details. 

Quilt sizes listed are guidelines based on what the
Hospitals and facilities have identified.  They suggested
that it is better to have some extra width or length than
be short.

Thanks everyone for remembering to sew on the
Guild label.  If you have a project on the go, see Carol
Forneri or Pat Inch to get a label/labels.  We gave out 
more than 20 labels at the Quilt Bee!  Whoo hoo!

Your Comfort Quilt Committee

Recommended Quilt Sizes
Neo Natal ………… 36” x 36”
Crib…………… 34 to 36” x 36”
Wheel Chair…….…. 36” x 48”
Nap Quilt ………. 40” x 55-60”
Hospice/Bed……….. 63” x 80”
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PLACEMAT BEE

SATURDAY, May 10, 1014    

LOCATION: 
Unitarian Fellowship,
129 South Algoma St. 
Thunder Bay. 
Time: 9:30 – 2:00  p.m.  
A light lunch included.
Coffee, tea, juice
Bring quilting supplies and an insulated mug for your coffee

Sponsored by: Lakehead Unitarian Fellowship and Empty Bowls committee
All placemats will be sold to raise money to feed the hungry

Nelly 473-5646 nreedhead@shaw.ca
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Wonky Star Quilt – Cindy’s group at the quilt bee 
 

I’m following the quilt and instructions from the Missouri Star Quilting Company’s 
YouTube video   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMoE5-q1lP4 
 
Or Google wonky star quilt block tutorial 
 
This is a very freeing pattern with no fixed pattern to follow and since we square up the 
blocks at the end it won’t matter if everyone’s ¼” is a bit different.  The points don’t go to 
the edge so no chance of the points getting cut off. 
 
I used 5” squares to start but you could use any size depending on how big you want 
your finished blocks.  Ours will be trimmed to 12 ½” (so 12” finished).  Each block needs 
the following: 
 
8 squares of background fabric (so for a 5” x wof piece of fabric you should get 8) 
5 squares of star fabric.  Get really wild and make the center square a different color. 
 
To make it easier I cut 4 of the star fabric squares in half diagonally so it’s easier to 
piece the start points.  The video shows Jenny using squares for this part. 
 
Use 4 of the background squares and 4 of the star squares (the ones you cut in half) to 
make the 4 star point sections.   
 
1.  Lay on of the star point fabrics as shown in picture 1.  The sewing line should be 
roughly in the middle of the background edge (white arrow).    If you flip it along the line 
you will be sewing it should cover the background piece (white) as shown in picture 2.  If 
it looks OK open it up and sew ¼” seam allowance along the diagonal edge.  Flip to 
right side and press 
 

 
 



 
 
2.  Do the same on the other corner.  Let the triangles overlap near the center.   Keep in 
mind you will be sewing a ¼” seam allowance on the straight edge.  Have the overlap 
point a little bit outside what will be the seam allowance (more on the block side).  It will 
just lie flatter.  Press.  If you flip it over it will look like the 2nd picture 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

 
3. Now trim off the excess blue using the white background as a guide.  That way 

you end up with a 5” square again.  Then flip back the blue star point and trim 
away the excess white background behind it. 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Your block should now look like this – make 4 of them.  Note:  I try to vary where my 
point tips hit.  Just don’t go right out to the edge or they will get cut off since we trim 
them up and end up cutting off about an inch.  I try to keep my tips about 1” from the 
edge 
 

 
 
 
Put the block together like this, like a 9 patch. The idea is to not make each point 
section the same or symmetrical.  Have them meet roughly in the center but have a 
teeny bit of overlap so that the seam is not bulky. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have fun with this block.  I made a placemat by putting a border on the 2 sides.  Search 
on the internet for pictures of wonky star quilts.  You can make various sizes and put 
them all into a quilt. 
 
The hospice quilt will need 4 x 5 so 20 blocks in all + borders (need 63” x 80”) 
The wheelchair quilts needs 3 x 4 so 12 blocks (need 36’ x 48”) 


